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WELcOME Welcome to the first edition of Vintage Technology Magazine! I think it’s great to unite all of these interesting technology subjects under the same publication as there are so many enthusiasts who have an interest in several of the areas. VTM aims to explore the legacy of recent past technology, explore new ‘electronica’ which could become or already is collectable, be an enjoyable resource for collectors & historians and celebrate the history and personalities surrounding this subject. I hope you enjoy this issue and wish you all the best with your collecting and historic endeavours . Abi Waddell - editor
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cOMPuTING HISTORY



The historic value of usenet For all social, technical and contemporary historians, Usenet archives offer a wonderful source of ﬁrst-hand primary information about many subjects of the time.



U
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SENET, THE collective term for message posts or discussion threads on newsgroups, came into being in late 1979, shortly after the release of V7 Unix with UUCP. Most of these archives can be found on groups. google.com and date back to 1981. Usenet began when two Duke University students in North Carolina, Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis, thought of hooking computers together to exchange information with the Unix community. Steve Bellovin, a student at the University of North Carolina, put together the first version of the news software using shell scripts and installed it on the first two sites: “unc” and “duke.” At the beginning of 1980 the network consisted of those two sites and “phs” (another machine at Duke), and was mentioned at the January Usenix conference. In 1981 at U. C. Berkeley student, Mark Horton and high school student Matt Glickman, rewrote the news software to add functionality and to cope with the ever-increasing volume of news. This rewrite was the “B” News version. The first public release was version 2.1 in 1982. In March 1986 a package was released implementing news transmission, posting, and reading using the Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP). This was publicly released on August 20, 1992. The number of Usenet articles posted per year has greatly increased over the years: 1981: 4 000 1982: 27 000 1983: 62 000 1984: 108 000 1985: 158 000 1990: 1 203 000 1995: 21 064 000 2001: 149 808 000 It is thought that there are many more and perhaps earlier posts than that kept by Google, but these messages would need to be located and then extracted from tapes which have at present not been found. There are in addition, many small collections of Usenet articles that were saved by many dedicated individuals in the Usenet community. The following shows excerpts of some interesting historical posts:



Oldest post: Newsgroup: net.general Date: 1981-05-11 From sdcarl!rusty



To: ucbvax^mark Subject: newsgroup fa, net, etc. Won’t we need to change the .ngfile also? Also is ALL an acceptable newsgroup on the left side of the dot such that ALL. ALL will catch everything? Rusty is right (or is that “Rusty is Wright”?) – we have ALL in our .ngﬁle so I tend to forget this. ALL.ALL may or may not work, but ALL certainly does. Mark I plan to make the change on Tuesday unless something horrible happens.



first cell phone deployment in chicago: Newsgroup: fa.telecom Date: 1982-12-17 Date: 24 Oct 1982 1434-PDT Sender: GEOFF at SRI-CSL Subject: Cellular Article on the Chicago grant. The Federal Communications Commission gave American Telephone &Telegraph Co. the go-ahead Thursday to begin building a cellular mobile telephone system in Chicago. The commission’s action opens the way for Chicago to become the ﬁrst city in the nation with the revolutionary system that is expected to increase the use of portable telephones greatly. An AT&T spokesman said the company hopes to have the service available by late 1983. The FCC decision came as a major disappointment to a pair of ﬁrms vying for a chance to compete with AT&T in the Chicago market: Graphic Scanning Co. and Rogers Radio Communication Services Inc. They had sought a delay to keep AT&T subsidiary AMPS Inc. (Advance Mobile Phone Services) from getting what they have termed an unfair ’head start.’ The FCC plans to allow only two cellular systems per city and had already decreed that half of the radio frequencies being made available would be reserved for local telephone companies. The telephone companies have negotiated agreements between themselves so that only one application was made from each city for their half of the spectrum. All other applicants were left to fight among themselves for the lone remaining license, a process that could require lengthy FCC hearings.
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The other applicants, generally radio paging companies, say they fear the AT&T will be dominating the market before they can get a chance to put their systems into action. Bud Kahn, executive vice president of Rogers Radio Communication Co., one of the companies in the portable phone chase, complained that AT&T would have a ‘’double head start’’ in Chicago because it is already operating an experimental cellular system here. He said AMPS would have the advantage of being able to retain the 2,000 customers who participate in that experimental system. Kahn said he expects the cellular phone service market in Chicago to attract between 100,000 and 200,000 users and have a value in excess of $100 million. Its attraction is that it will make mobile phone service available to a great many more people. The cellular system will also provide technically superior service and privacy, both of which are lacking in present mobile systems. The FCC sought to calm those complaining about AT&T’s ‘’head start’’ by stipulating that AMPS will not be able to begin serving customers until it ﬁnishes its construction and applies for an operator’s license. But the complainants said they doubted the FCC would allow AT&T to invest the necessary $18 million for construction and equipment and then tell the company it would have to wait to use it. ‘’We trust that there will not be any other delays,’’ AT&T spokesman Pic Wagner said. The FCC has urged Graphic Scanning and Rogers Radio to make some sort of settlement between themselves, Kahn said. However, no talks have taken place, he said.



first mention of a fax machine: Newsgroup: net.wanted Date: 1983-02-22 Our research group is interested in



buying a “fascimile” machine that runs at 19.2k bits/sec. We have found a few outlets that sell machines that are slower than that (they are designed to be used over phone lines), but no fast ones. Does anyone know the name (phone no/address) of a ﬁrm that sells a fax that is that fast? Judy McMullan, University of Waterloo



the fairly complicated attempts to make user interfaces automatically consistent adopted by VisiON (Basic Interaction Techniques, etc.), but rather just extends MS-DOS into a multi-window system. This allows some use of the existing sw base, I would guess. Also a nice way for Microsoft to reward those who have played by MS-DOS’ rules and haven’t accessed the screen directly.



first mention of Windows:



first mention of Y2K problem:



Newsgroup: net.micro.pc Date:1983-11-12 According to a report in the Toronto Globe & Mail, Nov. 11, Technology section, Sharp Electronics has just introduced the PC-5000, a PC compatible running MS-DOS that weighs 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Waste from the agricultural and fisheries animal-slurry sectors. â€¢ WWTP (waste water treatment plant) sludges. â€¢ Organic fraction of urban waste. â€¢ Energy crops.
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Robe vintage 
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Robe vintage 
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Vintage Round_Front 

Fortress Railing Balusters. Cut a 4â€� block of 2x4 to use in measuring and creating the necessary 4â€� on-center gap. Mark a point at the center of top and bottom ...
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Robe vintage 

Grid ( 1 , 2 ). Page 2 of 28. 1. /. 9. Ju p e. Fa b ric, C o u p e r 2. T issu co u p e. r e n p liu re d e tissu. , C o u p e r 1. La u ca ly C rÃ© a tio n s. R obe V in tage 2. T a.
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Recip Technology 

you know the failure mode is the field circuit. This feature saves a lot of time (and money) when a ground-fault problem occurs. Some technicians keep this type ...
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Recip Technology 

Recip Technology. September 2001 â€¢ Aircraft Maintenance Technology â€¢ www.AMTonline.com ... fundamentals discussed in the April. 2001 installment, Taking ...
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CCD TECHNOLOGY 

the receiving element (PSD or CCD) and coupled with linearization and additional signal ... There is no other information that the PSD element can provide.
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Vintage PELLET KACHEL Flumenfire 

14 avr. 2017 - Puissance calorifique au brasier. kW. 9,5. Puissance calorifique max. kW. 8,5. Puisssance calorifique min. kW. 2,8. Rendement. %~. 93. CapacitÃ© d'aspiration d'air min. Pa. 10:15. CapacitÃ© du conteneur de granulÃ©s kg. 20. Consommatio
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O Oc - Vintage 
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Keirabookisabelle Vintage Library Books 

Keirabookisabelle Vintage Library Books.
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DSP-AX450 - HiFi vintage 

Remove 2 screws (5) and then slide the Sub Chassis Unit forward. (Fig. 1) b. Loosen the harness fixture fixing the cable. c. Remove CB306, CB309, CB505 and ...
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Harveybookscarlett Vintage Library Books 

knitting one day knitting mastery the complete beginner s guide to learn knitting in under 1 day 10 step by step projects that inspire you with images dbid k0yo91.
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Eliseeboukruby Vintage Library Books 

Eliseeboukruby Vintage Library Books. ... books for boys there s a spell up my nose ross tony whybrow ian dbid jhy7z.pdf · boolean function complexity dbid ...
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1957 - vintage guitar catalogs 

8-100 Howollen 5 - On Dutkiending seminalm of fine tona quolity and practical dunia, ..... Pauhen an IRC, Les Flanges are mounted on 1. Aichanbecke go to ...
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1968 - vintage guitar catalogs 

Fireglo and Mapleglo; Solid color Azureglo, Burgundy- glo, and Jetglo. 420 O 1. 4250161 02 2001 11. 450 026. 002210. 450-120 212 1 121 20 10 2200. 20022.
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Untitled - vintage guitar catalogs 

and Bob's Idea of what an electric guitar should be the backbone of his Ibanez. DI were proud D Angounce ihr in Hit the pintar Bob helped design.
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Vintage Pleated Pillow 

Couteau rotatif, planche de coupe, règle acrylique. • Accessoires de couture de base. • Machine à coudre. • Fer à repasser, planche à repasser. Instructions.
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Untitled - Vintage RC Helicopter 

The T-REX 450XL is a new product developed by ALIGN. It features the ... not fly near buildings, high voltage cables, or trees to ensure the safety of yourself, others, and ..... Recommend to set low the pitch for better power when ... Swashplate: Ch
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oeuf paques vintage 

Page 1. © La petite vie de Ci.
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Untitled - vintage guitar catalogs 

Araya ya ye nyaritanya empresas de emerseroan age of de Artes Ausseh menyra me drithmMIndian Astra him and Armi emekkur kerana segurant dansk rowexe ...
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75 - HiFi vintage 

MP3 (ISO 9660). : 96, 112, 128, 256 kbps & ...... 3258 F10. 3259 F10. 3260 F11. 3261 F11. 3262 G5. 3263 G6. 3264 F13. 3265 G6. 3266 G12 ...... DQS0. 115. UP1_5. 101. 102. UP1_6. UP1_7. 103. UP3_0. 104. UP3_1. 105. UP3_4. 106. 107.
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Selbstladepistole - Vintage Gun Leather 

Datos tecnicos. 22. 35. Despiece de ... la tecnica militar somos una de las primeras empresas a ... de rappel du ressort rlf!cuperateur, la soulever a I'arriere puis.
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NR1501 - Hifi Vintage 

Un amplificateur discret à 7 canaux revendiquant .... une lumière fluorescente ou une autre source ...... portable de tous les appareils audio électroniques.
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